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Scale: Everyday 
world 

(how we move through & make sense of our everyday 
world) 

Design not policy-making 
thinking-through-doing 

 spatial interaction (no individuals) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UX DESIGN How we make sense of the world around us.  How people share these meanings/effects with me.  Visual ethnographer.  Rowan williams.. We look to language to see what matter is.. When we fall from the clouds then we fall – we actually fall. Such falling is neither purely of the body nor something metaphorically derived from physically falling … in such a moment our existence actually suffers, is torn from it positioning the world and thrown upon its own resources … if we call this general meaning matrix the ‘form’, and the bitter disappointment the ‘content’ we can see that in this case form and content are one. (Binswager cited Jackson, 1996, p9).



 
 

Troublesome thoughts began … in 1996:  
GreenPeace & wokabout sawmills 

“they have the knowledge/wisdom about the rainforest” 

all 

• Whole community involved 
• Practice: Cut trees once or twice a 

year  
• Cut only trees they knew well 
• Followed taboos and elders’ advice 
 

• Young entrepreneurs (few women or elders) 
• Felled trees according to market need 
• Cut trees unknown (poisoned water, slow-growing) 
• Few taboos (sawmill too heavy & injuries) 
• Elders understood but when it was too late 



Insert with examples from 
your own work/life 

A key difference between technologies/tools that enhance 
or restrict our ways of being/becoming in our everyday 
worlds is not the sophistication of ‘kit’  

but 

 if Practical Wisdom is integrated into the design values of 
the technologies (leaves space for the performance of 
human creativity, careful deliberation, judgement and 
action with foresight in … our everyday worlds). 

Key: is extending human senses not replacing them … 
(injustice) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EVERYDAY SPACES …RESTABLISHING THE VIEW THAT HUMANS ARE SYMBIOTICALLY LINKED TO THEIR TECHNOLOGIES (Chaine objectique)  I DO NOT TALK ABOUT THEOLOGY BUT I HOPE MY TALK LEAVES SPACE FOR THEOLOGICAL THINKING AND DISCUSSION.



 
Technologies as extension of our 

senses 
(Wittgenstein’s concept of ‘gesture’ not Margaret Mead’s we like technology that is simple’ 

 
How we make sense of the world…. Embodied but not embodied cognition.. ) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not stellard.(HMD) Eric said I prefer inventions via healthcare rather than war.. Though war has greatly informed the development of clinical approaches and technological innovationsThis is not conscious nor unconscious but embodied … we approve of our new clothes because we wear them not because we wear them … everyone here has a different computer, pen, etc..  Helcopter example.



The rise of the 
Robots 

 

 

 

 

 

“… human are slow to evolve and will be superceded by machines.” 
(Hawkings) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2014, Stephen Hawkins predicted that the development of full artificial intelligence  (AI) could significantly alter the human race, “as human are slow to evolve and will be superceded by machines”. In 2016, the Centre for Existential Risk in Cambridge, that studies extreme technological risks to humanity, was awarded $10 million to study the safe and beneficial development of AI. In March 2017 BBC Radio 4 aired the ‘Rise of the Robots’, telling stories of the optimism and fear around technologies replacing humans across all walks of life.  Deep learning – machines can learn

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/26/robot-monk-to-spread-buddhist-wisdom-to-the-digital-generation


The rise of the 
Robots 

 
(Dominant public narratives: myth-making) 

 

Nature of technologies 

Disconnects or connects us  

Reified then deified or demonised.  [blaming our 
tools] 

Assign agency (structural power) 

Othered (black box or mechanical toys) 

The role of Practical Wisdom (absence of) 

Ethics … big data, information, knowledge, 
intelligence but rarely about wisdom (or it elides with 
intelligence). 

 

 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEEP LEARNING AND BIG DATA …Practical Wisdom…..  Humans also subvert/convert the intended design values… 5520943

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/apr/26/robot-monk-to-spread-buddhist-wisdom-to-the-digital-generation


Does it matter? 

 
• How we understand our technologies is how we 

design, develop and evaluate ‘what we create’. 

 

•  Without space for practical wisdom … we become 
disconnected from our environment..   

 “writing is the end of truth” (Socrates) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(but it is not in one body… trust another talk)





Alternative view: Technological Beings & 
Technologically wise 

 

 

 

• We have always been technological beings (stone axes to cloud 
computing).  

• Humans evolved symbiotically with technologies …  (embodied 
artefacts.. Not only extending the physical body but our intentions ) 

 

• but our technologies are never neutral 

 

• We continually interact, subvert, convert & submit to… 

“we are our bodies—but in that very basic notion one also discovers that 
our bodies have an amazing plasticity and polymorphism that is often 
brought out precisely in our relations with technologies. [Idhe, 2002: 137] 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DESIGN FOCUSES NOT POLICY



 

"Equipped with our five senses we 
explore the universe around us and 
call the adventure science." 
-   Edwin Hubble  



"Equipped with our five senses - along 
with telescopes and microscopes and 
mass spectrometers and seismographs 
and magnetometers and particle 
accelerators and detectors sensitive to 
the entire electromagnetic spectrum - we 
explore the universe around us and call 
the adventure science."   Edwin Hubble 

‘Visualism of Science’ Don Idhe 2012 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THEY ARE ALL VISUAL…  NOT JUST restricted to science… through science dominates it…



Medical consultation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
They need to understand the medical body



Good Consultation(s) 
Dialogue as Practical Wisdom               

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EVERYTHING IS TECHNOLOGY -  I love technology Summarise my thinking about the consultation..



A key difference between technologies that enhance or restrict 
our ways of being/becoming in our everyday worlds is not the 
sophistication of ‘kit’ (or transparency/visualisation of the body in medical 
practice) 

But 

 

 

 

 

  

If Practical Wisdom is integrated into the design values of the 
technologies (leaves space for the performance of human 
creativity, careful deliberation, judgement and action with 
foresight in … our everyday worlds). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EVERYDAY SPACES …RESTABLISHING THE VIEW THAT HUMANS ARE SYMBIOTICALLY LINKED TO THEIR TECHNOLOGIES (Chaine objectique)



•http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-
2032378/Space-age-sickbay-diagnoses-
disease-need-tests.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is it our senses we don’t trust of the technology?  I LOVE TECHNOLOGY LOVE TECHNOLOGY

http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://livepage.apple.com/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2032378/Space-age-sickbay-diagnoses-disease-need-tests.html


Telemedicine (NASA & Prisons) 

 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ernst Kapp: Grundlinien einer Philosophie der Technik (Principles of a philosophy of technology) (1877)McLuhanRothenburg   (western representations confined by biology). Separation of body and mind



Technological Beings &  
Technologically Wise 

• If we accept … 

• To ‘engage’ with our everyday world technologies need to be 
framed as extensions of human senses not replacements for our 
senses … but they are also not neutral. 

• New technologies are inherently disruptive not moral (forest fire) 

• But  we decide our sense of ‘everyday’ morality through engaging 
in practical wisdom.   

• Practical wisdom relies on us understanding ‘what is going on’ 
and so technology should be extension of human senses 

• But if we replace our senses with technologies, and naturalise 
underlying human intentions/values, we restrict our ability to 
engage with practical wisdom. In this way we become 
disconnected from the world around us. (injustice) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our technologies are an inherent part of who we are, how we make sense of and negotiate our everyday worlds. Developing tools has not ‘freed us’ from our material bodies but it also does not confine us.  *Technology has disconnected us from our surroundings and environment. But technology is also how we make sense of our everyday world.  Good technology are extentions of our senses and intentions. But technology is not inherently moral (good or evil).  The morality extends from humanities sense of right and wrong – and our practical wisdom.  But practical wisdom also relies upon our technologies to understand our everyday world – what is going on? They are symbiotic in nature.  BUT OUR CURRENT APPROACH IS AROUND the rise of the robot (saviour or demon) – that naturalises underlying human intentions/values and is how we currently develop and evaluate our technologies.Humans also subvert/convert the intended design values…  we need to leave space for practical wisdom in designing – and also…



1. Technologies as extension of our 
senses 

 
 

• Don Idhe (Michael Jackson).  

“we are our bodies—but in that very basic notion one also discovers 
that our bodies have an amazing plasticity and polymorphism that is 
often brought out precisely in our relations with technologies. [Idhe, 
2002: 137] 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ernst Kapp: Grundlinien einer Philosophie der Technik (Principles of a philosophy of technology) (1877)McLuhanRothenburg   (western representations confined by biology). Separation of body and mind



Practical wisdom 
”doing the right thing at the right time for the right reason” 

 
 

Praxis 

 

• Practical Wisdom: according to Aristotle, (or Prudence 
according to Aquinas) is the ability to negotiate and 
make sense of the everyday world – through 
thoughtful deliberation, judging well for the common 
good and acting decisively with foresight. 

 

• Each situation can be different, context specific  

• Thinking-through-doing rather than Thinking-then-
doing 

• It cannot be taught. Relies on experience 

• Fails when: too little time to deliberate 

 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Practical wisdom (phronesis) and praxis are inherently interlinked.  Mongolia the president decided to sacrifice all the budhist monnks to Stalin … 5th population. 



 
1996: Practical wisdom and portable 

sawmills  

all 

“they have the 
knowledge/wisdom about 

the rainforest” 

… thoughtful deliberation, 
 judging well for the common good & 
 acting decisively with foresight. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is good, bad and what would you change?  beyond the visual, we cannot speak of everything we do



Traditional forestry 
(right thing at the right time for the right reason) 

• Whole community involved 

• Practice: Cut trees once or twice a year  

• Cut trees they knew well 

• Followed taboos and elders’ advice 

 

 
… thoughtful deliberation, 
 judging well for the common good & 
 acting decisively with foresight. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doing the right thing, at the right time for the right reason.



Portable sawmill 
“right thing at the right time for the right reason” 

• Young entrepreneurs (few women or elders) 

• Felled trees according to market need 

• Cut trees unknown (poisoned water, slow-growing) 

• Few taboos (sawmill too heavy & injuries) 

• Elders understood but when it was too 
late 

 … thoughtful deliberation, 
 judging well for the common good & 
 acting decisively with foresight. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disruptive – in a negative way… cut down mangroves… absence of practical wisdom.



I learned 
• Knowledge and wisdom is performed as 

a group of bodies 

• Technologies are important in making 
sense of our environment. 

• But as extension of human senses 

 

 



 
 
 

 Most of us would prefer the personal interaction and 
hands-on collaborative care provided by primary care 

physicians in the time of my grandfather. But those days 
are gone. The fact of the matter is that current health 
care systems and methods are on the cusp of reform. 

Medical treatment will need to be more efficient, 
productive, and profitable to avoid a health care crisis 

in our rural communities and with our aging baby 
boomer populations.  

 
Telemedicine is a viable and growing form of connected 

medicine that deserves our appreciation. 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our technologies are an inherent part of who we are, how we make sense of and negotiate our everyday worlds. Developing tools has not ‘freed us’ from our material bodies but it also does not confine us.  *Technology has disconnected us from our surroundings and environment. But technology is also how we make sense of our everyday world.  Good technology are extentions of our senses and intentions. But technology is not inherently moral (good or evil).  The morality extends from humanities sense of right and wrong – and our practical wisdom.  But practical wisdom also relies upon being connected to/understand our everyday world – what is going on? They are symbiotic in nature.  BUT OUR CURRENT APPROACH IS AROUND the rise of the robot (saviour or demon) – that naturalises underlying human intentions/values and is how we currently develop and evaluate our technologies.Humans also subvert/convert the intended design values…  we need to leave space for practical wisdom in designing – and also…



A key difference between technologies that enhance or 
restrict our ways of being/becoming in our everyday 

worlds is not the sophistication of ‘kit’  
but 

 if Practical Wisdom is integrated into the design values 
of the technologies (leaves space for the performance of 

human creativity, careful deliberation, judgement and 
action with foresight in … our everyday worlds). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EVERYDAY SPACES …RESTABLISHING THE VIEW THAT HUMANS ARE SYMBIOTICALLY LINKED TO THEIR TECHNOLOGIES (Chaine objectique)  I DO NOT TALK ABOUT THEOLOGY BUT I HOPE MY TALK LEAVES SPACE FOR THEOLOGICAL THINKING AND DISCUSSION.



Actor Charlie Chaplin said in 1916, two 
years into his film career, “The cinema is 
little more than a fad. It’s canned drama. 
What audiences really want to see is flesh 
and blood on the stage.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Rise of The Image, The Fall of the Word, by Mitchell Stephens.
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